Rec Sports

Soccer Captain’s Presentation

Winter 2020
Soccer 11v11 game times

- Game times for this Winter:
  - *Sunday*: 5:30-8:30
  - *Friday*: 5:30-8:30
Field, Game, and Ball Info

- Games are **20 min halves** with a **2 minutes halftime**
  - The last 2 min of the 2nd half are stoppage time within a margin of 3 goals.
- Field size is designed to accommodate 11-on-11. All games must be played on the fields indicated on the schedule.
- If bad weather arises, the supervisor will make the call on whether or not play will continue.
- The IM office will only supply balls for ResHall games
  - all other teams must BYOB (bring your own ball)
Forms of ID

- **Accepted Forms**
  - Student **ID card**
    (current Aggie Card only!!)
  - 2019-2020 **CRU Cards**
  - Driver’s License, Passport

- **Unacceptable Forms**
  - OASIS
  - Other people’s ID
    (Driver’s License, Passport)
The referees are **solely** responsible for the FairPlay rating of the teams

- The referees will each have a say about the rating of the teams
- Talk with the teams before the game about acceptable conduct
  - FairPlay can mean as much as a win for teams when it comes down to playoffs
  - *Teams start with a 6*
- If a team receives any score below a 6 the referees MUST write an explanation on the back of the score card explaining their reasoning.
- Additionally, you must write why you gave a team a score of 7
  - Must know difference between behavioral and technical yellow cards
Fairplay

6 - NO yellow cards and NO unsportsmanlike red card (ejection)

4-5 - 1-2 yellow cards given; NO unsportsmanlike red card (ejection) given

2-3 - 3-4 yellow cards  OR 1 unsportsmanlike red card (ejection) given

1 - 4 or more yellow cards; 2 or more unsportsmanlike red cards (ejections) given
New Playoff Procedure

• **Zero Tolerance Policy**
  
  – Any player that receives a straight red card will be ineligible for playoffs & receive at least a one week suspension

  – Any player that receives three yellow cards in the season for behavioral misconduct will also be ineligible for playoffs & receive at least a one week suspension
Violations: Direct Free Kick

• Pushing
• Striking
• Kicking
• Spitting
• Tripping
• Throwing

• Any violent physical contact or attempted physical contact
Violations: Direct Free Kick

- Violent or Dangerous Charging
- Fouling Goalkeeper
- Slide Tackling: There is **NO slide tackling** allowed

  Dropping one knee to the ground in an attempt to play the ball is considered a slide tackle
Slide Tackling

• Slide Tackling is **not allowed at any time** in Rec Soccer
  ○ Players may not lay out to take the ball from another player or to block the course of the ball
  ***Dropping one knee to the ground in attempt to play the ball within the vicinity of another player is also considered Slide Tackling***

• What is the call if slide tackle occurs?
Substitutions

Teams are only allowed to substitute players when:

- On goal kicks
- On corner kicks
- On team’s own throw in
- After a player has been cautioned
- After a goal has been scored
- In the event of an injury
- When a player is sent off for an equipment change
- When a goalkeeper has been ejected
Equipment

- Cleats cannot have toe cleats, or cleats made of metal
- No Jewelry, including watches. Anything that cannot be removed must be taped
Forfeits

• A team must have the minimum number of 9 players ready to play by 5 minutes after the scheduled game time.
• CoRec ratio will be 7:4 on the field. It is also legal to play 6:5 with 11 players. At no time may a team play 8:3 (max of any gender on the field is 7). If playing down players the following are legal ratios:
  • 7:3, 7:2, 6:4, 6:3, 5:5, 5:4
• If a team has less than this number at game time notify the supervisor of the potential forfeit.
• Once both teams have the minimum the game must start.
Reschedules

In order to request a reschedule you must contact the rec sports office at least 24 hours in advance from your game time.
Stopped Time

• The last two minutes of each game is to be stopped time only if score is within 2 goals (i.e. 3-1 not 3-0)

• The clock will stop:
  – after each goal
  – ball leaves the field of play
  – during every penalty

• The official doing the time will need to notify the teams when stopped time begins
No Ties!

• tie game at end of regulation = 3 person shootout
• **CoRec Modification:** winner of coin toss can decide which gender will begin OR which team will shoot first
  – Be sure to alternate genders and keep the order till a winner results
• If still tied, continue shoot out past 3 participants in a Sudden Death fashion until a winner results
Overtime

- Overtime will **only occur during playoffs**
- Overtime is 5 minutes of Golden Goal
- Tied after Golden Goal = 5 person shoot out

**playoffs only**
Blood

• Any player with blood on them or on their clothing must exit the field of play

• free substitution
  – may re-enter the game as soon as the blood is removed

• Send to supervisor
First Day of Rec Sports

Friday, January 31st